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MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE' S ADDRESS TO WORKERS IN AN

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING WORKS

Addressing the workers in an agricultural engineering works on Wednesday,
Mr. R.S. Hudson, Minister of Agriculture, told his audience that he had noticed a

tendency among workers making farm machinery to feel that they were not pulling
their weight in the national effort to the same extent as workers in munitions

factories. That was a profound misconception. Each of them was doing a job vital

to our ultimate victory.

Mr. Hudson said that a tremendous effort was necessary for the supply of

our forces if their recent successes were to be exploited. It was obvious that

shipping was the key to the situation. His problem was to organise the greatest

possible increase in the production of food from our farms, allotments and gardens,
so as to release shipping for the offensives that would smash the

enemy. Our master

plan was to change this island from a mainly grazing to a mainly arable farming

country, to save a round voyage for a ship with every 10,000 tons of food that to

could grow. The counties had been told what was required of them, and their reply
was that they could produce the crops if they were given the tools.

The job of increasing food production had meant a violent change in farming

methods. Owing to the calls of the Armed Forces and for other reasons we had had

to plan that transformation without any increase in the number of skilled men, and

it had been clear from the outset that the only way we could plough up an enormously
increased acreage and harvest millions of tons of extra grain and root crops would

be by mechanisation on an intensive scale*

When the Y/ar started we had in this country about 53,000 tractors. We

set out at once to double that number and to provide a balanced supply of ploughs,

cultivators, drills, binders, threshing machines and other necessary machinery.
The agricultural engineering industry was at once thrown into high gear and it had

stayed there* "You", said Mr. Hudson "have achieved magnificent results, both in

the quantity and quality of your output. It has meant an intensive effort by all

of you*"

"But" Mr. Hudson continued "I am never satisfied." Before British farms

were completely equipped, he said, we should want tens of thousands of additional

tractors* Manufacturers, both here and in the U.S.A., were making a tremendous

effort to supply our needs* But tractors Were no good unless teamed up with

ploughs, disc harrows, cultivators and drills for autumn and spring work, and with

binders, threshing drums and potato diggers at harvest time* The full list ran

to over 100 items* "Every one of you men and women who make any one of these things
is playing an essential part in the food production campaign and I call upon you

now, as I am calling upon the farmers, for a further increase in your output so that

we may grow more food and save more ships to add power to our offensive*"

It might be said, Mr. Hudson continued, that the Government was asking for

an impossibility if at the same time it took away skilled mechanics for the Armed

Forces, but the whole of warfare showed that battles were won by the armies who

achieved the impossible. The answer lay in speeding up training, and simplifying

work so as to use the willing but untrained labour that would be offered. This

might mean ceasing the manufacture of some machines, particularly horse-drawn

machines, for which the need was less urgent.

As his final point Mr. Hudson said that the workers, seeing the volume of

farm machinery passing out of their factories on to the farms, might wonder what the

demand would be after the war and whether they would find themselves out of a job.

The first thing we had to do was to win the war, and we had to throw into the

struggle everything we possessed, including life itself. But having said that
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Mr. Hudson thought that his hearers might be confident that the mechanisation of

agriculture had come to stay, and that there would be a continuing demand for the

new machines that would be invented in place of the old.

"I do not want to leave you with a slogan”, Mr. Hudson concluded, ”but

I want to leave you with this conviction that your job is as important to the

armies in the field as your daily bread is to yon, But for the magnificent response

of our farmers to the need for increased food production, with the help of the tools

you and your fellow workers have provided, we should not have been able to put so

many men and tanks into our Middle-East offensive« We all hope for further

offensives in the near future<• Whether and when they will mature depends to

some extent on you."
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